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These presentation materials were prepared to inform the audience about 
ultrasound and how it affects different types of algae and biofilm.
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BIOFILM CONTROL

 Biofilm exists in places such as clarifiers, 

lagoons and pools. Ultrasonic technology 

can help prevent the growth of biofilm, and 

therefore prevent the growth of algae.

 Facultative anaerobes will sense the sound 

as turbulence and avoid attaching to the 

walls. 

 So SonicSolutions ultrasonic technology 

prevents biofilm, but does not remove it

www.SonicSolutionsLLC.com
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Ultrasound Side Benefit: Biofilm Impact

Biofilm formation, made primarily from initial bacterial layers and then colonized by algae and 
other organisms, is greatly reduced in the presence of ultrasonic waves.  The ultrasound 
causes the bacteria that form the initial layer to sense turbulence, a place they naturally avoid.

In cooling towers, interruption of the biofilm colony by ultrasound has been shown to reduce 
Legionella count.

Numerous water facilities have reported a stark drop in biofilm formation after ultrasound is 
introduced.

In water tanks, use of ultrasound reduces the amount of chlorine residual needed to maintain 
the water disinfection.  This is due to reducing the biogrowth on the tank inner surfaces.

Low intensity ultrasound with enough exposure time can kill coccoid bacteria.  
Tests have shown that biofilm formation, made primarily from initial bacterial 
layers and then colonized by algae and other organisms, is greatly reduced in the 
presence of ultrasonic waves.  Starting with a clean surface, biofilm growth will 
be substantially limited in the ultrasonic field and what does grow will be lightly 
attached and easily removed.

In cooling towers, interruption of the biofilm colony by ultrasound has been 
shown to reduce Legionella count.
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Why Ultrasound Impacts Biofilm

How does this work?

The base layer of biofilm is comprised of anaerobic bacteria.  These bacteria 
spread in water systems by becoming oxygen tolerant for a short period. In 
turbulent water, studies have shown that these types of bacteria withdraw their 
pili (small filament used for attachment) and do not excrete polysaccharide 
glues that they use to attach to surfaces, so they do not form colonies in 
turbulent water.  The ultrasonic waves give them a sense that the water is 
turbulent, though it is not.

How does this work?

Our working theory is that the ultrasonic waves give the bacteria a sense that the 
water is turbulent, though it is not.  In turbulent water, studies have shown that 
bacteria withdraw their pili (small filament used for attachment) and do not 
excrete polysaccharide glues that they use to attach to surfaces.  Recent studies 
with the ultrasonic devices has shown that coccoid bacteria in controlled 
experiments were reduced in count by 60% in 4 days.
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How Biofilm Forms

Ultrasound keeps the bacteria in the reversible absorption 
stage by producing a sensation of turbulence.

Initial anaerobic colony formation occurs quickly, sometimes in a matter of 
seconds.  It can become irreversible in a matter of minutes.  After days, the 
biofilm forms after sufficient exopolymer has been deposited.  Algae and other 
organisms join the colony for food, nutrients and protection.
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Composition of Biofilm

Biofilm is a complex accumulation of different types of bacteria, algae, and 
higher order organisms.  The most important layer is the layer connected to the 
surface and it primarily made up of anaerobic bacteria.  They attract the aerobic 
and aerophilic bacteria by excreting a chemical that attracts them to the colony.  
This phenomenon is often referred to as quorum sensing.  Once the aerobic 
bacteria have coated over the anaerobic layer, they are then shielded from oxygen 
in the water.  This is the apparent link that prompts these two different types of 
bacteria to work together.

The anaerobic layer will slough off new colony forming units that are oxygen 
tolerant, but do not reproduce until they find a suitable surface to colonize.  
From our experience, this reproduction inhibition lasts for a short period, usually 
long enough to prevent colonization during the transition from one tank or 
clarifier to the next.
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Ultrasound Intensity Effect on Biofilm

USES OF ULTRASOUND IN THE BIOLOGICAL DECONTAMINATION OF WATER 
Sonochemistry Centre, School of Science and the Environment, Coventry University, T. J. Mason

Various power levels of ultrasound can affect bacteria differently.  Low power can 
keep the cells dispersed and in a non-reproductive state.  Power level increases in 
ultrasonic output can also cause order of magnitude changes in the cost of the 
device.  The Sonic Solutions device would fall into the top line profile.  Note the 
statement about inhibiting reproduction which is the key phenomenon.  After a 
few days, the top curve will fall off like the middle and bottom curve.  This is 
because they cannot reproduce without being attached to a surface.
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Ultrasound Prevents Biofilm But Does Not Remove It

Will it remove existing biofilm?

Typically, existing biofilm will brown out on the edges, but will not always 
completely go away.  

Again, mother nature has provided bacteria a means of “quorum sensing”, so an 
existing colony will give out a chemical that tells other bacteria of like genetics, 
that a compatible colony exists.  Despite the ultrasonic vibrations, new bacteria 
will attach.

For best results, starting with a mechanically or chemically cleaned surface will 
prevent reattachment of strongly attached biofilm.

Will it remove existing biofilm?

Existing biofilm will brown out on the edges, but not always completely go away.  

Again, mother nature has provided bacteria a means of “quorum sensing”, so an 
existing colony will give out a chemical that tells other bacteria of like genetics, 
that a compatible colony exists.  Despite the ultrasonic vibrations, new bacteria 
will attach.

Pressure washing or use of a chemical bio-removing agent (eg. Floran Top Ultra) 
will help remove the biofilm from the surface.
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Reducing Crustacean Growth on Marine 
Surfaces

Barnacles, Oysters and other Crustaceans are problems for anyone with a 
boat or other stationary fixture in marine environments.  They begin life 
by finding a suitable place to attach to the surface.  They are attracted to 
surfaces that have biofilm as this provides an easy initial attachment point 
and the indication that there is sufficient food in that area by its presence.  
If there is no biofilm present, they will not be inclined to attach to a 
surface in that zone.

Mechanically or chemically removing the biofilm and then preventing it 
from reforming using ultrasound will prevent attachment of these 
crustaceans.

Barnacles, Oysters and other Crustaceans are problems for anyone with a boat or 
other stationary fixture in marine environments.  They begin life by finding a 
suitable place to attach to the surface.  They are attracted to surfaces that have 
biofilm as this provides an easy initial attachment point and the indication that 
there is sufficient food in that area by its presence.  If there is no biofilm present, 
they will not be inclined to attach to a surface in that zone.

Mechanically or chemically removing the biofilm and then preventing it from 
reforming using ultrasound will prevent attachment of these crustaceans.
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Test In Potable Water to Prevent Biofilm

Union, SC Potable Water Plant

Cleaning cycles increased from
two to six weeks after introduction
of Ultrasound.

Before

After

Their Jan-08 THM level measured 34.4 
ppb, well under the specified 
regulated threshold of 80 ppb. The 
HAAS level is 22 ppb compared to the 
60 ppb maximum level. 

Biofilm growth was substantially reduced at Union, SC Potable Water Plant 
allowing the plant to maintain its normal cleaning cycle after hypochlorite 
addition was halted.  Cleaning is now easier and a 50% reduction in hypochlorite 
was recorded at the plant.  THM and HAAS levels are well within EPA health 
requirements.
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How To - BIOFIM

 If not starting with a brand new surface (ie – new clarifier 

with all new equipment), the existing pond/clarifier must 

first be thoroughly cleaned and disinfected. The existing 

biofilm should be removed mechanically down to the 

wall surface, using either bleach or another strong 

cleanser for a completely clean surface.

 Once the walls are clean and disinfected, bring the water 

levels up / fill the pond. You will also want to immediately 

have the ultrasound in place. 

www.SonicSolutionsLLC.com
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